CASE STUDY

CloudCasa’s Cross-Cluster Recovery a
Game-Changer for Large Pharmaceutical Company
Complex Kubernetes Environment Highlights Shortcomings of Velero

Pharmaceutical

Managing Kubernetes snapshots and Amazon EKS
snapshots for multiple clusters with no snapshot
catalog.
Difficulty using CLI-based user-interface.
Vulnerable to user-error.
Inconsistent behavior when migrating
Kubernetes data from one cluster to another.

Software-as-a-Service offering, CloudCasa, for
Kubernetes and Amazon EKS backup, recovery and
cluster migration

info@cloudcasa.io
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However, several problems arose when using
Velero for Kubernetes snapshots. First, with such
a large Kubernetes environment, managing
snapshot policies for multiple clusters became a
full-time job. Second, since the tool is CLI-based
and lacks a catalog for the backup data, Velero is
not easy to use and presents risk of user-error.
Finally, if data needed to be migrated to another
cluster, whether that be for DR purposes or for
other reasons like application migration or separating staging and production accounts, this
process was very cumbersome and error prone.
With that in mind, this organization began to look
for a multi-cluster data protection alternative to
Velero and they found CloudCasa.
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“Application migration support requires
users to use backup and restore workflows
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From a recovery perspective, backup data from
Kubernetes and EKS can be used to restore
everything from the cluster itself, to specific
namespaces, and even individual resources like
cronjobs or secrets. In the case of this pharmaceutical company, the biggest benefit was
CloudCasa’s ability to perform cross-cluster
recovery with that data. This allows them to take
information backed-up from one AWS EKS cluster
and restore that data into a different cluster
altogether. More specifically, they could take
snapshots of data that existed in their “Prod” AWS
account and migrate that data using cross-cluster restores into their “Dev” AWS account, which
could then be used for dev ops testing, etc.
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